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Even though an enum cannot use or be the target of an extends
clause, it is possible—in speci�c and limited situations—to have an
enum that is a subclass of another enum.

Given an interface and two enums

Java SE, Quiz

   

interface Emoticonable { 
  public String getIcon();     
} 
enum Mood implements Emoticonable { 
  GOOD { public String getIcon() { return ";-)"; } }, 
  BAD { public String getIcon() { return ";-("; } }; 
  public String toString() { return getIcon(); } 
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and this code fragment

Which is true? Choose one.

A. Both enum types fail to compile. The answer is A.

B. The Emotion enum fails to compile. The answer is B.

C. The output is the following:

Good mood, laughing ;-) ;-|
The answer is C.

D. The output is the following:

Good mood, laughing GOOD LAUGHING
The answer is D.

Answer. This question investigates enums and the implementation of interfaces.

The syntax used here for enumeration types is not seen as frequently as other syntaxes. However, it is a

valid syntax.

An enum type declaration cannot use an extends clause (because these declarations implicitly extend

java.lang.Enum), but implementing interfaces is completely valid. Of course, an enum that does so

must properly implement the abstract methods declared by the interface, as would any other concrete

class.

By the way, an enum cannot be abstract—this wouldn’t make much sense since its role is to enumerate

actual values of the type. Therefore, an enum cannot be subclassed using the extends syntax.

In the syntax used for this question, the enum values are followed by curly braces. Even though an enum

} 
enum Emotion implements Emoticonable { 
  LAUGHING { public String toString() { return getIcon(); }},  
  CRYING { public String getIcon() { return ";'-("; } };   
  public String getIcon() { return ";-|"; }    
}

Copy code snippet

System.out.println("Good mood, laughing " + Mood.GOOD + " " + Emotion.LAUGHIN

Copy code snippet



cannot use or be the target of the extends clause, it is possible—in speci�c and limited situations—to

have an enum that is a subclass of another enum.

As you might have guessed from this preamble, following an enum value (sometimes referred to as the

constant) with curly braces is exactly that situation. What happens here is that each value declared like

this actually becomes an instance of a subclass of the enclosing enum type, and the contents of the curly

braces de�ne members (such as �elds and methods) in that subclass.

Of course, where you have subclassing and method de�nitions, you expect to �nd method overriding, and

that is true here. If one of these values has a class body that declares a method that exists in the enclosing

enum (remember, the enclosing enum is also the parent class in this situation), then the value’s method is

an override of the original. As with other overriding methods, the overriding method can invoke the

overridden method using super. You can see part of this in the de�nition of LAUGHING, which overrides

toString although it does not use super to do any delegation.

When using these syntaxes together, it’s necessary for every instance value of the enum to implement all

the abstract methods declared in any interfaces implemented by the outer enum. This can be done by

implementing the methods in the outer enum, or in every single instance, or a combination. As long as an

implementation is available for every instance, things work out just �ne. Notice that in the question code,

GOOD, BAD, and CRYING all implement getIcon directly, while LAUGHING simply inherits the

implementation from the enclosing Emotion type.

Because all of the enum values—GOOD, BAD, LAUGHING, and CRYING—have an implementation of

getIcon(), the code is correct and can be compiled. This makes options A and B incorrect.

The default behavior for toString in an enum type is identical to the final method name(). That is, it

prints the constant name (such as GOOD or BAD). However, for Mood the toString() is overridden at the

global scope, and for LAUGHING the method is overridden speci�cally for that instance.

In this question, the code prints the text representation of the two values: Mood.GOOD and

Emotion.LAUGHING. The Mood enum has a toString that delegates to the getIcon method, which in

the case of the GOOD instance is overridden to return the text ;-).

The LAUGHING instance overrides toString to delegate to getIcon, and in this case, that invokes the

getIcon method of the enclosing Emotion enum. The result of this is the text ;-|. Knowing that, it’s

clear the output will be

Good mood, laughing ;-) ;-|

This makes option C correct and option D incorrect.

As a side note, observe that the toString method of Emotion.CRYING is not overridden anywhere.

Therefore, if you were to run

System.out.println("Good mood, crying " + Mood.GOOD + " " + Emotion.CRYING);



The output would be the following, where the toString default behavior is used to convert

Emotion.CRYING to text:

Good mood, crying ;-) CRYING

Conclusion. The correct answer is option C.
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